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EDITOR’S COMMENT

The End is Nigh for Jurassic Parking
Fast forward to the 21st century with RingGo.
No coins, no tickets, no queues.
Just a quick call on a mobile, and payment by credit or debit card.
Drive your car parks back to the future:
email info@RingGo.co.uk or visit www.RingGo.co.uk.

AND WHAT DO YOU
KNOW ABOUT PARKING?
One doesn’t like to begin on a negative
note, but it has to be said that the annual
British Parking Awards on the 6 March did
not exactly go down as well as might have
been expected.
The winners were certainly worthy, and Equita,
as with the other sponsors, did the occasion
proud, but speaker John Sergeant misjudged the
occasion. He gave a witty introduction speech but
then introduced the various categories with
remarks which ranged from the sardonic to,
frankly, the offensive.
It was not unlike attending the Oscars (say)
only to hear the presenter say he never watched
films and that he did not consider movie people
worthy of respect. One can imagine the uproar.
I have been to a number of these functions over
the years and have always been surprised by the
fact that it is considered essential that the host of
these functions should be a celebrity. A celebrity,
what is more, who very often knows little about
parking and who sometimes registers their
amazement at the nature of the event they are
presenting!
One has candidly given up any hope that in
return for their vast fees (and make no mistake,
we are talking almost banker type payments
here) these people might have actually bothered
to learn something about parking and try at least
to show some genuine interest. One has to be
fair, Richard Hammond did take such trouble and
his presentation of the British Parking Awards a
few years ago is considered to have been one of
the best, but he is practically the exception.
I cast no aspersions on the organisers of these
functions. I know that efforts are made to brief
the speakers and to get them to understand what
it is they are presenting. But I also know these
instructions are more often than not ignored. On
more that one occasion what was actually

delivered was a string of amusing anecdotes
which could have (and probably had) been given
to a variety of different functions.
It is astonishing that in such a large people
industry, encompassing so many different fields
and with an enormous amount of experience, we
simply cannot find people who are decent
speakers. People who can string the odd word
together coherently and be relevant and, yes,
amusing at the same time.
Ok they may not have made a hash of a dancing
competition, sat in the House of Commons or
married a controversial MP, but they may have
something to say that is actually worth hearing.
And wouldn’t that be a nice change!
Ok rant over. This is our Parkex 2009 preview
issue, and what an issue it is. Parkex this year
promises to be bigger and more successful than
ever – a ringing endorsement of confidence in the
industry and its future.
If you have not been before or have not been
for some time, then this is the Parkex to attend to
get the low down on the real state of the
industry. Apart from that, there is the opportunity
to increase your knowledge and awareness in a
whole host of areas in the Parkex Theatre, which
will be the venue for a series of quality
presentations covering many of the main issues
that confronts the industry.
You will also get the chance to join the IPP, (if
you haven’t already) and meet people who are
already members, in the IPP lounge. Who can
forget former IPP Manager Roger Beschizza
pursuing people down the aisles last year
muttering “I forgot to zap them”. Linda Austin is
not planning to do that this year, but she would
be only too pleased to discuss your IPP concerns
with you.
So put your blues in the proverbial kit bag and
come along, you will be pleased you did. PN

Above
Simon O’Brien
Editor of Parking News
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IS CONGESTION CHARGING
WINDING DOWN?
A recent Government
consultation which seems to
have gone largely unnoticed
in some quarters proposes
regulations regarding
workplace parking charging.
It might be because it is a
somewhat dry subject, but for me
it signals two important things:
1. The Government’s experiment
with road user charging seems
to be stalling. The good
burghers of both Edinburgh
and Manchester have both
rejected the idea and London’s
Mayor has decided to scrap the
western extension of the
congestion charging zone. Yet
there is still public clamour to
deal with the growing problem
of congestion on our roads.
Could workplace charging
represent the alternative?
2. At the heart of the
Workplace Levy proposals is the acceptance that parking has
a value and that some-

one somewhere has to pay for
that value. It is not much of a
creative leap to see the similarities here with our arguments in support of retaining
charges in hospital car parks,
which in turn
underscores
our fundamental
beliefs
about the
need to
properly
control
parking.

By accepting that parking
provision has a value the
Government has signalled the
importance of car parks to overall
traffic management policy. But
what we know about charging for
car parks (as with any other
service industry) is that the user
will always demand a higher
standard from the car park
provider if they are being
required to pay for the
privilege of using it. This can
only be good news for the car
parking industry. It allows us to
continue our drive to raise
standards across the entire sector.
While many hurdles remain
ahead as the Government moves
forward its workplace parking
levy proposals, I believe we
should support it in
principle as an
expression of support
for valuing car parking
and driving forward
higher standards. PN
Patrick Troy
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Model Contract Group
The model contract group met earlier this year under the chairmanship of Paul Necus and conducted a
review of the BPA initiative.
Matters were kicked off by Norman
Downie from RTA Associates.
Norman pointed out a number of
factors in his presentation, which
was largely a repeat of the presen-

tation he made at Parkex 2008.
One of the key points Norman
made was that the contract was in
fact a framework, not an actual contract which some still thought. He
also pointed out that there had been
a mixed response to the KPIs contained in the contract. Some had no
problem with them, others found

them more problematic. And the
lively debate that followed showed
that this problem still needed to be
addressed.
Some felt that KPI had become a
much overused term and practically
all peformance indicators in a contract were being billed as KPIs.
The meeting formed a task force
to look at the issue of KPIs in the
contracting process.

T: 01887 820533
F: 01887 829674
E: richard.l@britishparking.co.uk

Equipment Manufacturers and Suppliers SIG

Print Production

The most recent EMS-SIG meeting
saw a stimulating presentation by
Dermot Murphy of Audi Analytic.
Audi Analytic produces software
that automatically classifies sounds
by means of computer analysis.
The software can detect a wide
variety of sounds from dogs barking
to various genres of music.
Delegates to the meeting were
impressed by the obvious applications of this technology to parking,

Dave Walters
Reed’s Limited
Southend Road
Penrith
Cumbria
CA11 8JH
T: 01768 864214
F: 01768 890485
E: dave@reeds-printers.co.uk
ISSN 1470-8361
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particularly as regards security.
Chaired by Mr Parking, Manny
Rasores, the new technology was
given a thorough examination by the
attendees whose discussions covered a wide range of subjects, particularly the increasingly difficult
process of tendering for LA contracts,
where it was felt the amount being
asked from suppliers, merely to be
allowed to submit a tender, was
becoming increasingly onerous.
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ASSOCIATION
CALENDAR
 Parkex International
2009
21-23 April 2009. NEC,
Birmingham.
C: Bill Butler
T: 020 7973 6627
E: b.butler@hgluk.com
 Parkex Gala Dinner 2009
22 April 2009. Hilton
Birmingham Metropole Hotel.
C: Bill Butler
T: 020 7973 6627
E: b.butler@hgluk.com
 Parking Forum Meeting
8 May 2009. London.
 BPA Eastern Group
Meeting
21 May 2009. Ipswich Town
Football Club.
 BPA North East Group
Meeting
11 June 2009. Newcastle Civic
Centre.
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BPA member survey 2009
- have your say!
As a member, your opinions on the
products, services, and support
offered by the BPA are of great value
and enable us to serve you better. To
gauge current opinion of the BPA’s
services, we have created an online survey which we hope will provide us with useful feedback.
It is important that at least one
representative from every member
organisation completes a questionnaire. The results of the overall survey will be published on the website,
in Parking News and in the ezine.
The survey should take you
around 10-15 minutes to complete.
Sections A and B are the longest
with sections C, D and E consisting
of three questions.

 EVENT FOCUS

To further encourage you to participate, a draw will take place
from all entries with five lucky
winners each receiving a bottle
of champagne, generously
provided by The Parking
Shop.
To access the
survey, please
go the
members’
homepage on
the website or
use the link on
the ezine.
Your time and
effort completing
this survey is
greatly appreciated.

The survey will
close on Tuesday
14 April. Winners
of the draw will be
notified on Wednesday
15 April, with names of
the winners
appearing in
May’s ezine.

©istockphoto.com -Jaroslaw Wojcik
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 BPA Midlands Group
Meeting
25 June 2009. Dudley MBC.

BPA Autumn Seminar to be held outside
London for the first time

 BPA South West Group
Meeting
25 June 2009. Exeter Corn
Exchange.

This year's Autumn Seminar will be
held on 14 October 2009 at the ICC
in Birmingham. This is the first time
the Autumn Seminar has been conducted outside London and there is
sure to be considerable interest
from all over the country.
Opened in 1991 the ICC has
become one of the UK's most prestigious venues. So it is the proper
choice for one of the UK's leading
parking events.

 BPA Autumn Seminar
14 October 2009. International
Convention Centre, Birmingham.
 Civil Enforcement
Awards 2009
23 October 2009. London
Marriott Hotel, London.
 BPA Members’ Dinner
1 December 2009. Drapers’ Hall,
London.
To confirm your attendance at
any of these meetings, please
contact Aimee Bates.
E: aimee.b@britishparking.co.uk
T: 01444 447318
Further parking events can be
found on page 28
August...September...October...November...Decem

Opportunities for
involvement
There is an opportunity for five
members of the sector to consult on
the development of a new qualification in Notice Processing, which will
cover both the private and public
sector. Full training will be given by

www.britishparking.co.uk

®

The new home of the BPA
Autumn Seminar. The ICC
complex in Birmingham

Parkex 2009 • Stand P70

Membership fees
held
BPA membership fees have been
held at their 2008 level. This
reflects the current state of the
broader economy in which many
companies and LAs find themselves facing severe financial
challenges. The BPA has taken
this step to directly support
members.

The Parkfolio® range of parking management solutions enables you to
make the most of any Strada installation.
It may simply be a matter of optimising machine up-times and revenue.
However, Parkfolio can also provide information and data that is key to
understanding the operational dynamics and costs of your parking estate.
This will enable you to improve its cost-efficiency, develop and grow income,
and maximise every pound of revenue.

City and Guilds, but experience of
working in notice processing is
preferable. We are currently short
of representation from the private
sector; AOS members especially welcome. If you’re interested in taking
part, please email skills@british parking.co.uk.

www.britishparking.co.uk for all the latest association news... www.britishparking.co.uk for all the latest association news...
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Strada payment terminals –
Your gateway to a range of
flexible parking solutions
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10 Willis Way, Poole, Dorset BH15 3SS
T 01202 339494
F 01202 667293
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Parkfolio is also the gateway to the world of e-payments – including
contactless cards, as well as the intelligent deployment of civil enforcement
officers, and the automatic generation of PCNs. All backed by a nationwide
support organisation that is second-to-none.
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE – A SECURE CHOICE FOR THE FUTURE.
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Civil Enforcement Awards 2009
2008 saw the first and highly successful Civil Enforcement Awards
and we’re pleased to announce that
they’re back! Almost 80 entries were
submitted from a wide variety of
businesses, organisations and individuals. The standard of entries was
impressively high, creating a tough
job for the judging panel, but confirming that those that won were
truly outstanding.
The Awards focus on professionalism and industry excellence, particularly where an exemplary level
of public service is demonstrated. In
each of the Awards the judges will
be looking at the long term benefits
each entry has brought to both the
sector and the public.
There are ten Awards up for grabs
and you can enter as many categories as you like:
- Technology Award;
- Innovation Award;
- Training Award
(sponsored by
Alpha Parking);
- Initiative of the Year;
- Campaign of the Year;
- Service to the Community;
- Team of the Year;
- Individual of the Year; and
- Environmental Award
(sponsored by
Marston
Group).
The winners of each of these categories also have the chance to take
home the coveted Gold Award – the

 EVENT FOCUS
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Have you got star qualities?

2009
entry identified as the ‘winner of
the winners’ – sponsored by Philips
Collection Services.
Full details can be found at
www.civilenforcementawards
.co.uk including a Word-based

entry form available to download.
The deadline for entries is Friday
22 May 2009.
The culmination of the Awards
takes place on Friday 23 October
2009 with a glittering ceremony at

the London Marriott Hotel. Guests
will be treated to fantastic entertainment, excellent food and the
chance to be recognised as a leader
in their field.
We would like to gratefully
acknowledge our headline sponsor, Philips Collection Services. If
you are interested in sponsorship
opportunities, please call Richard
Langrish on 01887 820533.
Headline sponsor

ASSOCIATION FOCUS...ASSOCIATION FOCUS... ASSOCIATION FOCUS... ASSOCIATION FOCUS.. ASSOCIATION FOCUS..ASSOCIATION FOCUS...
ASSOCIATION FOCUS..ASSOCIATION FOCUS...ASSOCI

Members’ Dinner – book your places now!
Staying with tradition this year ’s
Members’ Dinner takes place in
Drapers’ Hall in London. Join us on
the 1 December to kick start your
festive celebrations. As well as a
delicious three-course meal and
excellent wines, guests will be entertained by snooker legend Steve
Davis, the number one player for
seven consecutive years and sixtime World Champion.
Tickets are priced at £110 and can
be bought individually or by table.
To book your place please call Aimee
on 01444 447318 or email
aimee.b@ britishparking.co.uk.

Share your best
practice
Share your organisation’s best
practice by writing about how you
support workforce learning and
why. Take advantage of this opportunity to be recognised on the website, with between 300 – 500 words
of text and a photo. Contributions
are particularly sought from Wales
and NI as these are currently
under-represented, but all are welcome. Full support will be given.
Contact: Jennifer Durlston-Powell
skills@britishparking.co.uk.

www.britishparking.co.uk
the
latest
association
news...
www.britishparking.co.uk
forthe
all latest
the latest
association
www.britishparking.co.uk forfor
allall
the
latest
association
news...
www.britishparking.co.uk
for all
association
news...
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TECHNICAL F CUS

Kelvin Reynolds, Technical Services Director,
introduces this month’s Technical Focus
Parkex 2009 is looming and we are
fully engaged in developing a
packed programme for the Seminar
Theatre. A number of the 60 minute
sessions will have a technical
flavour with contributions from
the Equipment Manufacturers and
Suppliers SIG, the Structures and
Assets Management SIG as well as
the Blue Badge Review. Approved
Operators and Park Mark® award
holders will have their own miniforum where they will be able to
discuss the new Approved Operator
Scheme code and the forthcoming Park Mark® public awareness
campaign.
March saw the launch of the Civil
Enforcement Awards 2009 too and
I encourage you all to check out the
competition details (www.civil
enforcementawards.co.uk) and get
your entries in for these prestigious
awards for ALL aspects of civil
enforcement. This will include traffic management and revenue protection of transport services for

Safer Parking
Scheme
The BPA communications team is
developing a marketing and publicity campaign for the Scheme to
raise public awareness. The current logo is to be refreshed (maintaining a similar look but bringing
it up-to-date) to enable easy recognition, backed by a targetted awareness campaign.
Key audiences have been
identified with the first – parents –
being targeted over the summer
months. Advertising and editorial
will be placed in parenting
publications and their websites,
and a number of public-facing
events will be attended. This
campaign will see a switch to
focusing on the consumer.
We are also studying a consultant’s report about how to make
best use of electronic mapping and
satellite navigation systems to promote the Scheme.
We are pleased to have been successful in our discussions with the
Home Office Violent Crime Unit,
which has major references to the
Park Mark® Scheme in its strategy
for reducing Violence Against
Women.
As a result of lobbying by BPA,
the NHS Estates and Security
Directorate has recently published
its Estates Management Strategy.

12
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example as well as street-scene
improvement schemes.
What a great event the British
Parking Awards were, celebrating
all that’s good about our industry
and encouraging ‘the best.’
However, while enjoying a laugh,
our people are entitled to respect
for the valuable and professional
job they do. This wasn’t always
evident in the British Parking
Awards proceedings in my view.
Good quality car parking along
with proper and effective parking
management is absolutely essential in our crowded island; without
it economic and social activity
would be severely compromised
as our ‘high streets’ become even
more congested. Almost everyone
would be affected and many people could not go about their daily
lives if our CEOs and others were
not ‘out there’ every day keeping
traffic moving and roads safe for
pedestrians. They have a right to do
this without ridicule or abuse.

Approved
Operator Scheme
The development of the new Code
of Practice has taken a giant step
forward with a number of workshops that have taken place since
the new year, finalising the content of the new Code. An AOS members working group has been going
through the Code and it is envisaged that the end result will be a
robust document for both industry
and the consumer.

EMS SIG
The Group met on the 25 March to
discuss ways in which they can
combat the economic downturn.
The Group believes this is the best
time to invest in new parking control equipment. Modern equipment
is not only more reliable, therefore
helping you save on maintenance
costs, but it could also deliver environmental and energy saving benefits too, not to mention all the lat-

Blue Badge
The DfT Blue Badge team attended
our Parking Forum and we are also
working closely with them to
develop the BPA’s contribution
towards the roll-out of the
Government’s Blue Badge strategy.
The BPA’s joint study (with DfT,
Mobilise and BCSC) into Off-Street

Consultations
and Engaging
Government
Currently the BPA are involved in
the following consultations:
 DfT- Designation of the Olympic
Road Network;
 Scottish Government – Removal
of Hospital Parking Charges;
 DfT - Delivering a Sustainable
Transport System 2014 and
beyond;
 DfT - VOSA – Enforcement of

Parking Forum
The Position Paper on Parking in
Historic Towns will be published
before Parkex so come along to the
stand to pick one up. In Feb 2009
the Forum considered parking for
disabled people and presentations
were made by DfT Blue Badge team
and WSP on behalf of the BPA lead
Joint Study of Off-Street Parking for
the Disabled. A new Position Paper
to update and replace the existing
Paper will follow shortly.
The AOS recently attended the
British Council for Shopping
Centres Conference in Liverpool on
2-4 March. This was an excellent
opportunity to expose the Scheme
to the retail industry, with opportunities to meet a large number of
shopping centre managers as well
as other senior figures from the
retail sector.
The Scheme will be out and about
again in May at the Facilities Show
at the Birmingham NEC between
12–14 May.

est features and functionality. Many
of the EMS SIG members will be
exhibiting at Parkex 2009.
The EMS SIG is keen to help all
BPA members get the best out of
their parking services and make
best use of limited resources. In
support of this aim it will be launching its long-awaited Parking
Practice Notes for the procurement
of parking control equipment at
Parkex Seminar Theatre.
Parking for People with Disabilities is
completed and we have had over 200
responses to our survey. This is now
being analysed by WSP Consultants
and feedback will be shared with all
parties. The report is planned to be
published in time for Parkex.
We have published additional
Parking Practice Notes on Tackling
Blue Badge Misuse providing case

Continuous Motor Insurance;
and
 DfT – Workplace Parking Levy.
Also we are undertaking research,
via a web survey, to defined groups
of members, on the following topics:
 DfT – Review of Traffic Signs
Regulations and General
Directions 2002;
 Market Research for a CEO
Handbook and Car Park Design
Manual;and
 The Financial Impact of
Differential Penalties.
The BPA communications team is
helping us to revamp the design of
Parking Forum Position Papers. It is
hoped that a new website will be
launched for Forum members soon.

Structures and
Assets
Management SIG
Details are emerging for the
Group’s contribution to the Parkex
Seminar Theatre programme and a
presentation by Alastair Soane of
SCOSS (the Standing Committee
on Structural Safety); Andrew will
be giving a presentation on the
work of the Group and the importance of proper and effective care of
parking structures. The Group will
also see the publication of the two
life care plan information notes:
 Life Care Plans for the Parking
Manager – An Easy Reference
Checklist; and
 Assets Management – Key Facts.

Traffic Signs
Review
The BPA has learnt from the DfT
that their Steering Group is still to
finalise the list and allocation of
work-streams and this will not
happen until they meet this month.
The next working group meeting
is to meet after Parkex 2009 and
we shall then be advised of the
Steering Group’s deliberations.
So it is “wait and see time” for
probably a May ‘09 start on our
contribution to the Review.
Meanwhile we are obtaining
advice on the Northern Ireland
‘single’ universal TRO model and
EU models for area wide controls.
studies for the Centres of Excellence.
Presently we are working with
DfT and the Local Government
Association to develop proposals
on extending the powers to seize
misused Blue Badges.
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INSTITUTE OF PARKING PROFESSIONALS NEWS

Spread the word and help the
Institute grow
If you’re not currently a member,
why not? This is the question we
should be asking all our colleagues
and staff.
Make all of your colleagues and
staff in the industry aware that the
IPP is the professional home for
those working in the parking industry and it is important to them, tell
them that membership will:
 enhance their CV;
 ensure professional recognition;
 accelerate their career prospects;
 enable them to command
better salary and benefits;
 ensure greater job satisfaction;

 build their confidence and

credibility;
 add to their professional capital;
 avoid them being left behind;
 help them to plan their career

development in a purposeful
way.
If you are already a member, there
are other ways in which you can
help, such as promoting the Institute
and playing your part in changing
attitudes and promoting professionalism in the industry. A tangible and
visible way you can do this is by
ensuring that you use the IPP logo
on your business cards (get in touch

IPP membership by class
Associate 24%

Affiliate 6%

Fellow 26%

Member 44%

Marketing the Institute
As an added benefit to members,
we have developed a Marketing
Toolkit to help with the promotion
of the Institute.
There are a number of useful
marketing materials which are
available to download directly
from the IPP website. These
include:
 A4 Welcome to the IPP poster;
 A4 ‘Take A Look’ A4 advert;
 PowerPoint presentation
describing the Institute,
benefits, who can join and
how to join; and
 A selection of IPP logos. These
can be used in email
signatures, on websites or in
other promotional materials.
Go to www.theipp.co.uk. Log in
using your email and password and
go to My IPP in Member Services on
the right hand side bar and select
Resources. Simply click to open the
files and save or right click and
choose Save As to save the files to
your computer.

Please do get in touch if there is
anything you would like to see provided that it is currently not offered
in the Resources section. We would
also like to hear from anyone who
would like to provide testimonials
for the site to further encourage
new members to join the IPP.

with us for a print-ready logo. Email:
membership@theipp.co.uk.)
Other ways you can help:
 use your designation (FIPP,
MIPP or AMIPP) on your email
signatures, business letters,
presentations;
 wear your IPP lapel pin every
day - and especially to
meetings. IPP lapel pins are
available to buy. Make life
easier for yourself - buy a pin
for every suit!
 attending meetings? Speak to
your colleagues about the IPP
and its vision - help us to
spread the word;
 giving a presentation? Include

a slide about the IPP (with the
logo) and take the opportunity
to inform colleagues about the
benefits;
 tell us about your
expertise/passion so that we
can assist others starting out in
their careers in the industry;
 write an article for the IPP InSight newsletter and/or this
page!
The IPP is the professional home for
those working in the parking industry
- please support it. This is your
Institute - we need your help to assist
with its growth and recognition.
For further details, visit the
website www.theipp.co.uk.

Network and Learn at the
IPP Lounge at Parkex 2009
As announced in Parking News,
the popular IPP Lounge will
return for this year ’s Parkex
event.
Parkex is the industry’s biggest
and best attended event for all
those working within the parking industry. The IPP Lounge
gives members and visitors the
opportunity to meet existing colleagues, new faces and network
with fellow professionals in private and comfortable surroundings with refreshments provided.
There will also be opportunities
to meet members of the IPP Board
over the course of the three days,
as well as new Development
Manager Linda Austin. In addition, on the Wednesday, Helen
Kent (pictured), Performance
Improvement Interim Manager
and trained coach will be visiting
to offer coaching to any interested parties.
Helen’s background is mostly in
local authority with 20 years experience and 13 in the parking
industry, concentrating on performance improvement. Her successes include: registering procedures
under
ISO
9000;
substantially increasing efficiency
and raising collection rates;
improving appeals processes to
ensure notable increases in local
authority appeals wins; sourcing
IT systems to improve customer
satisfaction and access; processes
mapping and redesigning to
increase customer satisfaction;

and eliminating duplication and
reducing waste.
She has experience in a number
of local authorities and is currently working as an Associate
with Northgate Kendric Ash on a
local authority Value for Money
project in west London.
Helen joined the IPP because
she believes in sharing good
practice and wants to join the
drive to raise standards in services to the public, which is why
she is working in performance
improvement. She told us:
“The IPP provides the perfect
forum for experienced parking
professionals to exchange ideas
and add their knowledge and
experience to the drive to raise
standards in the parking industry.”
If you are interested in speaking to Helen on Wednesday 22
April, please contact Linda Austin
Linda.a@britishparking.co.uk.

www.britishparking.co.uk
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SAFER PARKING SCHEME NEWS

Hempstead remains part of the
Safer Parking Scheme
Hempstead Valley Shopping Centre
in Gillingham Kent has once again
been accredited with The Safer
Parking Award Park Mark® for their
three facilities.
Their safety record is extremely
impressive and since 2006
Hempsted has seen a constant
reduction in crime-related incidents
from 22 to eight. With an annual
vehicle throughput in the region of
4m, the likelihood of becoming a
victim of crime is very low.
Many improvements have been
made over the past twelve months,
including the CCTV being upgraded
and additional cameras installed,
together with the actual parking
areas re-lined and additional fencing installed, which has improved
the overall appearance for customers. Visitors to the centre have
commented on how safe they feel

Rising
numbers
Latest figures for the Safer
Parking Scheme record that it
now has 3,933 members.
According to Richard Bickell,
Head of Operations (pictured
below): “The SPS shows an
encouraging rate of growth even
in the current climate. Plainly
car security remains a priority in
a situation where people are
more worried about the possibility of their vehicles being
robbed.”
The new members come from
both LAs and private operators.
“We are getting a lot of interest from the private sector,”
explained Richard, “which is
good as this is an area we
wanted to develop.”

when shopping and return as a
result.
Management are fully aware of
the local competition and are committed to maintaining a high standard to ensure repeat custom, vital
in times of recession. The internal
security team are diligent and very
aware of their proud record.
Mike Bibby, (pictured right)
Development Manager – South East,
said: “Management of this facility
should be congratulated on their
ongoing commitment to the
scheme. This is reflected in the low
crime highlighted during the recent
re-assessment. Management practices are of a very good standard.
The security team are mainly
responsible for keeping any problems to the absolute minimum,
through regular patrolling and monitoring of the CCTV, which produces

high quality images. Although funding is becoming an issue due to the
current economic climate, this has
not deterred management from
making a lot of improvements at a
considerable cost – customers can
be confident this is a safe and nonthreatening environment.”

spaces within the city centre are
covered by the award.
“We have recently introduced additional lighting and new signage in a
number of our car parks, and these
improvements are set to continue.”
A total of 40 car park crimes were
reported in the last 12 months, a 68
per cent reduction compared to the
number of incidents before the
introduction of CCTV.

Chichester Cathedral
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East Midlands Trains has been
lauded for the safety of its station car parks.
Seventeen of the company’s
stations, including Beeston and
Alfreton, have received a Park
Mark® Award.
Arthur Pretorius, Head of
Stations for East Midlands
Trains, said: “Safety and security is a key priority for passengers using our stations. It’s
great that we now have this official accreditation to prove just
how safe our car parks are.”

Motorists warned
by talking devices

Fifteen passed in Chichester
Fifteen car parks in Chichester have
been been awarded SPS Park Mark®
Awards.
Councillor Derek James, in charge
of community safety at Chichester
District Council, said: “Over two million vehicles a year use the city centre’s car parks, so it is important
that users feel they are parking in a
safe, well-lit and secure area.
“Now 95 per cent of car park

Park Mark® for
Beeston station

An electronic voice is issuing
warnings to motorists when
they park in Basingstoke.
The special audio devices
work on motion sensors. One
warns motorists not to leave
valuables on display in their
vehicles and the other not to
use disabled parking spaces if
they are not entitled to.
Basingstoke
and
Deane
Borough Council is one of only
two councils in the country taking part in the 12-month pilot
project which is costing £5,000.
One of the units, manufactured by SFX Technologies, has
been installed next to the ticket
machine in Central Car Park in
the town centre, and another
near the disabled bays outside
the Odeon cinema at Basingstoke Leisure Park.
The Council says that the
devices are another scheme to
protect the public and make
their car parks as safe and
attractive as possible.
Ten of the town centre car
parks have already achieved the
Park Mark® Safer Parking award.

Above: Cllr Horace Mitchell (left)
and Brett Trafford (from SFX
Technologies) at Basingstoke
Leisure Park
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LOCAL AUTHORITY NEWS

Liverpool to end free parking
Free parking in Liverpool city centre
is due to be ended by the Council.
It came about after the £1bn
Liverpool One development saw
parking restrictions in surrounding
streets suspended so delivery and
construction vehicles could do their
work without being fined.
Once word got around that it was
possible to park for free, the narrow
roads on the edges of the Grosvenor
complex became choked with vehicles, some of which had nothing to
do with Liverpool One.
Now the city Council has said it

will introduce an 18-month experimental traffic regulation order to
deal with parking restrictions in the
Seel Street area.
Cllr Peter Millea, the Cabinet
Member responsible for transport in
the city, said: “The issue is that Seel
Street and the area around it has
been a building site. Whatever traffic regulations are in place have been
suspended or not renewed.

“This is a very turbulent period
which we’ve come through, but it
has been used by some to park their
vehicles for free.
“It has been alleged that we turned
a blind eye to what was going on. We
may have done that, but when there
is £1bn-worth of investment going
into the area, we can’t say, ‘thanks
for your money, but we're not going
to let you work here’.”
The Liverpool skyline at night

Park and Ride for
Greater
Manchester?
Colin Buchanan (CB) is undertaking a study into the feasibility of
providing bus-based Park & Ride
in South Manchester. The study
will establish levels of demand,
options for service patterns and
will investigate potential locations
for Park & Ride in the area. The
study has been commissioned by
Stagecoach Manchester. While
bus-based Park & Ride did not
form part of the Greater
Manchester TIF Strategy, following the referendum in December,
they see the development of Park
& Ride as having significant potential to enhance bus service provision and achieve modal shift on
the congested highway network.

Chiltern District Council has
adopted Identicom as part of
SoloProtect, the lone worker
protection
service
from
Connexion2 for use by its Civil
Enforcement Officers (CEOs). “I
researched lone worker devices
and decided SoloProtect would
fulfil our requirements,” said
Parking Manager Andy Clarke.
“We had a demonstration of
Identicom and were so
impressed we decided to go
with it.”
Previously Chiltern staff have
used a VHF radio system, which
was hampered by the topography of the area.

In a reflection of the current hard
times Preston Council is closing two
levels of its bus station car park.
From 1 April onwards, there will be
no public access to floors eight and
nine for most of the time.
This move follows a meeting of
the full Council in February, where
councillors decided to close the top
two floors of the bus station to save
around £20,000 in running and
maintenance costs each year.
Notices informing people of the
changes will be placed around the

Parking revenue
drop in Essex

Essex reverses garage policy
Essex County Council wants to
reverse Government rules on garage
sizes so that vehicles can be removed
from cluttered residential streets.
The authority said the policy move
to end the restriction on garage
sizes would be linked with making
new housing developments more
accessible to cyclists and buses.
The proposals challenge previous
Government attempts to reduce car
ownership by limiting the amount of

Portsmouth car-sharing club
Portsmouth City Council and
developer Crest Nicholson have
teamed up with the Commonwheels car club scheme, which
began in Portsmouth in February.
The service aims to put more low
emission vehicles within the
reach of local communities and
improve transport in the city.
Commonwheels car club, which
has just occupied two new locations in Portsmouth, will offer 24hour, seven days a week, on
demand access to low-emission

Preston closes top two levels

Worker
Protection

Volkswagen Polo’s for as little as
£4 an hour. This will include all
maintenance and even the first
10 miles of fuel for every booking.
There are two cars based at
Isambard Brunel car park close to
Portsmouth City Council offices
available between the hours of
8am and 6pm, Monday to Friday
for business use by Council
employees. Outside of these
hours, it can be hired by employees and local residents aged 18 or
over for personal use.

off-street parking spaces in residential developments and reducing
the size of garages.
Norman Hume, Cabinet Member
for Highways and Transportation
at the Council, said: “This new parking guidance is a radical break away
from the past failed approach,
which has seen local communities
blighted by parked cars, which
should and can be better accommodated into neighbourhoods.”

Cllr Lynne Stagg, Cabinet
Member
for
Traffic
and
Transportation at Portsmouth City
Council, said: ”We’re very happy to
support this venture and work
with Commonwheels. This project
will encourage council staff to
leave their own cars at home and
use a Commonwheels car for work
during the day, which will cut congestion and emissions. Car-sharing clubs use cars more efficiently
and encourage people to drive
only when other ways of getting
around aren’t appropriate.”

Ministers have been urged to let
Nottingham press ahead with a
workplace parking levy to fund
transport improvements.
At a recent Commons question
time Nottingham North MP
Graham Allen said the city had
“one of the most innovative transport policies in the UK.” But to
get an additional tram line “and
many other transport improvements,” the workplace parking
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levy was vital.
“Will you now clear the way so
that we can get on and be even
more innovative?” He said. Junior
Transport Minister Paul Clark said
ministers would consider the
plan “as soon as possible.”
Any decision would be taken by
ministers, on behalf of Transport
Secretary Geoff Hoon, because
it might impact on his Ashfield
constituency.

Free parking for Westminster carers

A free subscription service for BPA members.

Subscribe today by e-mailing: info@britishparking.co.uk

We’re not hard to track down!

Nottingham before the House

Parking enforcement across
Essex is apparently to be
reviewed after it emerged it was
running at a loss of more than
half a million pounds.
It is reported that Essex County
Council is to order a review of
parking enforcement after a
report revealed enforcement
schemes ran at an overall loss
of £666,000 between April 2007
and March 2008.
The cost of carrying out parking enforcement across the
county is supposed to be paid
for by the income from parking
penalty fines and the sale of
resident parking permits and
charges for on-street parking.
This task was passed on to
district and borough councils
between 2002 and 2004, but 12
district councils have seen a
loss rise from £241,000 between
April 2003 and March 2004, to
£666,000 a year.

Parking News e-Zine

bus station in the run up to the closure and ramps leading to the top
two levels will be gated off from 1
April.
The car park has 1,169 spaces,
but only 800 are used on average
each day. The closure will reduce the
car park’s capacity to 903, which
the Council states: “Will be sufficient for most of the time.” At busy
times, such as university graduation ceremonies and during the
Christmas period, the top two levels will re-open as usual.

Looking
for signs?

Unpaid carers of some of the capital’s most vulnerable residents will
now receive six hours free parking
per week, which can be used in any
of Westminster ’s 8,000 paid for
parking spaces, potentially saving
them hundreds of pounds a year in
parking fees.
Free parking will be offered
through parking scratch cards,
which allow drivers to simply
scratch off the time and date they
parked before displaying the card in
their windscreen.
The cards can be used flexibly to
cover parking costs during any part
of their caring role including shopping for the person cared for, taking
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them to medical appointments, taking them out socially or visiting
them at home.
The scheme is currently being trialled in the borough and if successful, could be made permanent across
Westminster from this September.
It recognises the support carers
provide to help vulnerable people
remain in their homes often at significant personal cost to themselves
through their time, income, personal health and quality of life.
Figures show that more than
seven per cent of Westminster’s resident population, approximately
12,600 people, provide at least some
unpaid care for a family or friend.

we make your vision work

call us today on: 01604 696 800
visit our website: www.theparkingshop.com
or email: contactus@theparkingshop.com
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SKILLS FEATURE

Putting

Strategy

into

Action

Reported use of NOS
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Elaine Lacey (pictured), currently working with
Rocky Datoo, Head of Workforce Development at the
BPA, gives an update on the Parking Qualifications
Strategy and subsequent Action Plans, which were
submitted to the UK Commission for Employment and
Skills at the end of last year
APRIL 2009 ISSUE 274

The UK Skills Board for Parking is
extremely pleased that the hard work
preceding the Qualifications Strategy
(QS), which included the
establishment of a sound
research base for the sector
and ongoing activity such as
the increased engagement
with key stakeholders, has
been recognised by the
Commission. Indeed, the Parking
Qualifications Strategy was reported to
have been “very well received” by the
Commission, which also praised the
document for being clear, concise, logical
and persuasive.
A coherent longer term strategy provides a
framework for the identification of shorter term
priorities. To this end, separate Action Plans
have been developed for England, Scotland,
Northern Ireland and Wales, which detail the
practical projects that translate the aspiration of
the QS into activity. Focusing on the sector’s two
priorities; the mapping of parking work activity
and roles, and the development of career
pathways, the Action Plans specify the detail of
what needs to happen next if the sector is to
move towards its goal of an increasingly
professionalised industry.
Consultants have been appointed to complete
the functional and occupational mapping activity.
It is anticipated that this work will clarify where
additional national occupational standards (NOS)
might be required, and any overlaps with other
occupations, where generic qualifications could
apply, for example, customer service. Our recent
employer consultation survey, undertaken in
support of the QS Action Plan development,
revealed that the majority of those responding to
the question: “Do you use NOS?” responded
positively.
We found that a wide range of practical
applications for NOS was also supported by the
sector. Employers, responding to the question:
“How do you use NOS?”, most frequently cited
using NOS for performance management and the
identification of individual learning needs.
Notably, one employer reported using NOS to
support the design of their internal training and
development programmes.
Our survey also identified an encouraging range
of employers who are willing to work with us to
develop case study material. These will be used
to increase the sector’s knowledge resources and
will be a key part of the updated skills and
qualifications pages of the BPA and IPP websites.
If you would like to share a story of developing
skills in your organisation, please e-mail: skills@
britishparking.co.uk and you could be featured.
A key strand of each of the Action Plans is to
improve information about the range of
qualifications and funding opportunities that are

How NOS are used

available to employers. Only five per cent of our
survey respondents were currently benefiting
from learning and development activity funded
through regional/national agencies, for example
the Learning and Skills Council Train to Gain
initiative. To address this, an exciting pilot
project is being taken forward in the East of
England and London regions, in partnership with
the East of England and London Brokerage
Consortia (funded by the Learning and Skills
Council). An explanatory letter, tailored to
parking employers, has been developed and sent
to 141 BPA member organisations in the target
regions. We will be carefully reviewing the
results of this direct marketing of specific
opportunities and support available to
employers. We are hopeful that the outcome will
be an increased awareness and take up of funded
learning and development activity.
The second Action Plan priority, the
development of a career pathway resource that is
easily accessible and comprehensive enough to
enable the sector to navigate routes for each
occupation, is also underway. Overwhelmingly,
employers responding to our survey preferred for
this ambitious resource to be available
electronically, ideally via the web.
Details of this and other projects will be shared
first with the newly-formed learning and
development network, a group which aims to
share information and progress with specialist
L&D practitioners. This group will meet three
times a year for workshops on a diverse range of
subjects – informed by feedback from last
September’s learning and development forum.
It is definitely an exciting time to be involved
with the skills agenda within the parking sector.
Every employer has a part to play in moving the
profession forward and we hope to motivate and
engage with as many of you as possible through
the various Action Plan projects.
Come and talk to us at the IPP stand at Parkex,
or to share your ideas or to join the L&D
network, email skills@britishparking.co.uk. PN
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PARKING AWARDS

The deserving
winners
This year’s British Parking Awards saw over 110
entries of which around half were shortlisted
across 12 different categories

The Equita
Overall Winners
Tewkesbury
Borough Council

Held in the glamorous surroundings of
the Dorchester Hotel the assembled
worthies were addressed by John
Seargeant, who fortunately did not give
an example of footwork.
Enforcement Team of the Year Award
was won by Tewkesbury Borough Council,
which was also cited as the Equita Overall
Winner.
The Tewkesbury team’s submission has
been described as dramatic. Before taking
over responsibility for decriminalised

enforcement, the Council’s new Parking
Services team found itself involved with the
huge relief programme in the town following
the devastating floods.
IPP Parking Person of the Year was
Islington’s residents advocate, Karen Naylor.
Her role involves representing the views and
concerns of residents, businesses and
visitors to the north London borough when
dealing with both new initiatives and dealing
with parking problems.
The Civica Innovation Award was split

Enforcement Team
of the Year Award
was won by
Tewkesbury
Borough Council

The Civica
Innovation
Award for
Technogical
Innovation
winner

IPP Parking
Person of the
Year winner
Karen Naylor

The Civica
Innovation
Award for
Operational
Innovation
winner
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into two separate awards. The one for
Technogical Innovation, was won by
Barbour Logic. The one for Operational
Innovation was won by NCP Services for a
scheme which gives civil enforcement officers
arrested after (often false) complaints access
to legal representation.
Best New Car Park was won by architects
Lyons+Sleeman+Hoare for a retail car park
at Bicester Shopping Village. The car park
has a plan which creates two long decks that
converage on the shopping area, leading to
the car park being nicknamed The Trousers.
The Q-Park Refurbishment Award was
picked up by Laser Special Projects for its
work on revamping the 1970s-vintage Market
Car Park serving The Mall Arndale in Luton.
A new category this year was the Best
Surface Car Park, an accolade won by Park
for Truro, a park & ride scheme created by
Cornwall County Council.
The APCOA Living Streets Award was
presented to the London Borough of
Southwark and The Project Centre. This
scheme saw loading and unloading
arrangements improved along a busy London

Best New
Car Park
winners

The Q-Park
Refurbishment Award
winners
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road, as well as reorganisation of bus lanes
and pavement areas.
The Alpha Training Award was won by
APCOA Parking for its “blended solution” to
rolling out training for front-line and back
office staff across the company in the wake of
its merger with Central Parking System.
NCP’s partnership with Manchester City
Council was named Off-street Team of the
Year for a scheme that has seen a greater use
of mobile patrols — on bikes and in
smartcars — coordinated by a state-of-theart control room.
Back Office Team of the Year was won
by the business processing unit at Imperial
Civil Enforcement Solutions (ICES).
The Parkeon Marketing Award was won
by the Notts Parking Partnership for its rollout of civil parking enforcement. This
included working with a radio station to field
“parking angels” who issued warning notices
and rewards for polite parking.
The Park Mark® Customer Service
Award was presented to Q-Park for the
quality of its Liverpool ONE operation, which
offers drivers free baby buggy hire, umbrella
loans and even shoe-shine machines.
Parking News congratulates the deserving
winners.

Best Surface
Car Park
winners

Other views
It is fair to say that some of the remarks
made at the awards by John Sergeant did not
please some of the audience.
Some put their feelings in writing:
“I have to say that while Mr Sergeant’s initial
speech was was very funny, I do think that he
went way over the top in his mickey taking of
the candidates for awards.
“These people had worked hard and put
forward their cases, and while I appreciate
that we should not take ourselves too
seriously, I do think that a little more positive
support of the profession should be expected
from a person that has been paid to present
our awards.”
Cindy Demain-Griffiths, Parking
Enforcement Manager, Salisbury
“The British Parking Awards are a wonderful
opportunity to celebrate what people are
achieving and they should mark the
professionalism which the British Parking
Association and the Institute of Parking
Professionals are seeking to foster.
“But what did we get at the Dorchester Hotel
on the 6 March? The age-old jokes and
anecdotes which portray the sector as
anything but professional. Do not
misunderstand my comments or think of me a
prude. I enjoy people laughing with me and I
have always regarded humour as a reminder
that I should never take myself too seriously.
But I do not like people laughing at me with
no opportunity of reply. What started off as a
very funny stage show by John Sergeant ended
up as a rather sad case of misunderstanding
what the award ceremony was trying to
achieve. The format of such events is often an
attempt to emulate the Oscar Ceremony and
for the people receiving the awards it is a
unique opportunity to gain the limelight and
be recognised. Let us have a glamorous event,

but let us not remove dignity. Have humour,
but do not take the mickey. We want people to
leave the event with new ideas, a desire to
achieve and a sense of pride. I congratulate
the winners, I applaud the organisers and I
would love to laugh with John Sergeant again.
But let us structure the event to ensure that
professionalism, innovation and hard work are
appreciated and let us brief the man or woman
who gives the awards to make us smile and
make us applaud success. Anyway, did you
hear the one about the newscaster who.....?”
Peter Hermitage QPM, Chairman - UK
Skills Board for Parking.
“We recognise some people (perhaps
ourselves included) do invest a lot of our
energies into this arcane industry and whilst
good-natured ribbing is one thing, an
underlying respect must unquestionably
remain or it becomes both disparaging and
disrespectful. I have to say I don’t think he
(John Sergeant) appeared to retain that warm
respect for the dignity of the characters and
companies who had naturally taken pride in
taking part, and who he was paid to
introduce.”
Harry Clarke,
Commercial Director Cobalt PN

The other winners
Equita and Landor are both to be
thanked for the success of this year’s
awards. The hospitality was of the
highest order as is now traditional with
Equita functions.
And there would have been no
occasion worthy of the name without the
prodigious efforts of Mark Moran and
the Landor team.

The APCOA
Living Streets
Award winners

Off-Street
Team of
the Year

The Parkeon
Marketing
Award
winners

The Alpha
Training
Award winners

Back Office
Team of the
Year winners

The Park Mark®
Customer
Service Award
winners
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COMMENT

Free hospital parking in
Scotland: gift or curse?

Safer Parking Scheme

Following the introduction of free parking at hospitals in Wales, Scotland has
followed suit. Simon Brett set out to discover whether the move is a blow for
social justice or an ideology-driven folly
From 31 December 2008, parking has
become free at almost all
hospitals in
Scotland. Some
already offered free
parking, and are
unaffected. A total of
17 are affected by the
changes, three of
which are operated
under PFI (Private
Finance Initiative)
contracts. These three
(The Royal Infirmary of
Edinburgh, Glasgow
Royal Infirmary and
Ninewells Hospital in
Dundee) will be expected
to limit their charges during the
remainder of their contracts. Once
the contracts
conclude, it is
anticipated that they,
too, will be subject to
free parking
regulations.
With hospital parking
charges abolished in
Wales and now in
Scotland, it seems
reasonable to assess
what is driving the
shift. Nicola
Sturgeon, Cabinet
Secretary for Health
and Well-being in Scotland,
presented the move as an
expression of the founding principles
of the NHS. She described parking charges at
hospitals as “in effect a tax on ill-health.” For
this reason, she said, “it was clear to (her)
that they had no place in a National Health
Service that (was) free at the point of
delivery.”
The move has been welcomed by
organisations such as Macmillan Cancer
Support, who would like to see a similar
scheme implemented in England. A study
carried out for the charity suggested that, on
average, a cancer patient could expect to pay
around £325 for car parking during a course
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of treatment. This
expense comes in the
context of a probable
reduction in income.
Ciaran Devine, Chief
Executive of Macmillan
Cancer Support,
claimed that “a typical
cancer patient sees
their income halved
after a cancer
diagnosis.”
Despite these
apparent
recommendations,
there are currently
no plans to abolish hospital
parking charges in England. There are a
few reasons to be cautious, the most
prominent of which are the questions of
funding and the ever-present issue of
parking enforcement. If
parking at hospitals is
made free, what is there
to stop people from
parking in hospital car
parks during a visit to the
shops? A spokeswoman for
the Department of Health
in England said that the
Government “do not think it
is a sensible use of limited
resources to subsidise car
parking at hospitals for
everyone.” She also
suggested that a focus on “the
safety and speed of healthcare”
is a reason why waiting times at hospitals in
England are shorter than those in Wales and
Scotland. Finally, she defended the system in
England, and countered the argument
proposed by Macmillan, by saying that “all
trusts should have exemption and
concessionary schemes in place to ensure
that patients and carers who visit hospital
regularly are not disadvantaged.”
Who’s right? The Welsh and Scottish
Governments who have abolished charges, or
the English who have retained them? We gave
Nicola Sturgeon an opportunity to make her
case and respond to the doubts raised. We

also asked Nick Lester, Corporate Director of
Services for London Councils, for his
perspective on the issue. Cathy Jamieson,
Shadow Secretary for Health and Well-being
in Scotland, was contacted but unavailable for
comment.
The total revenue from car parking charges
in Scotland last year is estimated at £5.5
million. £1.4 million has been made available
this financial year in order to ease the
pressure caused by loss of this revenue. This
subsidy will be discontinued in future years. A
spokeswoman for Nicola Sturgeon assured us
that the loss represented a comparatively
minor figure to the affected boards,
approximately “0.05 per cent of the annual
NHS budget in Scotland.”
She also sought to reassure us that the
shortfall would not affect the quality of
healthcare, saying that “income from parking
charges was ring-fenced solely to manage car
parks or fund greener transport initiatives. It
was not used to fund patient care anywhere in
Scotland.”
On the question of car park management,
she did acknowledge that “it is important that
hospital car parks continue to be managed to
ensure they are not misused by commuters or
shoppers – something particularly important
in busy city centre hospitals.” She asserted,
however, that “health boards all have car park
management plans to ensure the needs of
patients, visitors and staff are balanced.”
These include “time limits, swipe cards or
tokens for staff or staff-only areas.” She also
pointed out that car park management
companies “can have a role in ensuring NHS
car parks are not misused as unofficial ‘park
and ride’ facilities.”
We put these comments to Nick Lester, who
raised various concerns regarding the

“...on average, a cancer
patient could expect to
pay around £325 for car
parking during a course
of treatment...”
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scheme. “Where demand does not
exceed supply,” he said, “free
parking may be appropriate.” He
envisaged a scenario in which the
cost of collecting revenue was
actually larger than the amount
raised from managing the car
park; a scenario which he said
would be “a nonsense.”
He refuted the claim that the
budget issues had been resolved,
saying that “somebody still has to
pay these management costs and
if it is not the users who pay, but
some more general budget, then
other projects will lose money in
order to fund the car park.”
He also broached a related issue
and suggested that, far from being
an inclusive move, the shift to free
hospital parking could have an
exclusionary effect on lowerincome users of hospital car
parks. “We know that car
ownership and use is related to
income – the richer you are the
more you are likely to own and
drive a car. We also know that car
ownership in Scotland is lower
than the UK average. There are,
therefore, a significant number of
hospital users in Scotland (and
everywhere else in the UK) who
are not car owners. These are the
ones who lose out, relatively
speaking, in favour of their richer
car owning neighbours whose car
parking costs are subsidised.”
In times when Governments are
supposedly striving to encourage
people to use public transport, he
also maintained that the defence
that income from car parking was
only ever used for car park
management or green transport
initiatives provided a case in point.
“It will be these initiatives,” he
said, “that will need to be stopped
or funded from elsewhere.”
On the subject of car park
management, his qualms were
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Above: Ninewells Hospital in
Dundee is currently operated under
a PFI (Private Finance Initiative)
contract

that any method of reducing
demand or limiting usage incurred
its own costs, and that it wasn’t
clear how hospitals would meet
those costs. “Management can be
done through, for example, time
limits, swipe cards or staff only
car parks, but such management
does incur its own costs which
may be significant and, again, the
question is raised as to who
should pay for this – it must be
paid for by someone. Charges as a
method of managing demand
have the attraction that they do
not impose a cost burden on
anyone else. Even the cheapest
other methods, such as time
limits, have enforcement costs,
which will rarely be financially
neutral.”

Conclusion
As yet, it is unclear how the
challenges of funding and
managing free car parking at
hospitals will be met. There seems
to be a risk of taking money from
other budgets and, possibly,
privileging car use over other
forms of transport at precisely the
moment when the Government is
supposedly encouraging a move in
the opposite direction.
It would seem churlish to
condemn a move which is
putatively aimed at easing a
financial burden on those afflicted
by illness. On the other hand,
there also appears to be good
reason to remain conservative at
this stage. It may be wise to keep
an eye on the scheme in Scotland,
and assess how well it is working,
before drawing any firm
conclusions. PN

Parking Operators, by joining
the Scheme, you show a
commitment to your
customers to reduce both
the fear of crime and
criminal activity in your
parking facilities. You will
1
also be joining a Police
assessed, Government
backed nationwide
scheme. For more information
contact your nearest
Development Manager:
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The
Westfield
Offering
Rob Leslie went along to
see what is being offered in
the new car parks in west
London

Above: Gary Lee who is in
charge of the 4,500- parking
bays at Westfield and responsible
for 60 concierge staff
Above right: Westfield has 30
parking bays that have points to
recharge electric vehicles

Westfield shopping centre in west London
opened before the recession fully took
hold in October 2008. Recently it has
been attracting some bad press with
rumours of unhappy tenants and limited
footfalls. In a situation like this,
providing the best in facilties becomes
crucial, and that includes the parking.
Ex-NCP Manager Gary Lee is in charge of the
4,500-bay parking at Westfield, which he says
has been developed by its Australian owners to
integrate towards the shopping’s overall
experience as something very special and
therefore something different.
Unlike the experience of other similarly lauded
centres, Westfield‘s parking traffic didn’t bring
the roads to gridlock despite jam-packed malls
and just two stations for 120 buses. The site
was in planning for 20 years as a multiplex
venture and is now home to Britain’s first
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Westfield, coping with up to 12,000 cars over its
busiest 12-hour Saturday to date.
“Sundays brings more traffic flow, attracting
up to 10,000 within the tighter six-hour
trading,” said Gary, who is responsible for 60
concierge staff.
“The car parking is important, simply because
it’s the shoppers’ first and last experience of
their visit,” said Gary. “As well as staying ahead
of the high demand in numbers, the quality we
can add will help to maintain repeat-business
loyalty.”
If ever the centre is down to its last 1,000
bays, the plan is to warn London Traffic Control
to adjust the traffic light system for the
surrounding roads. And if ever a vehicle is
reported as broken down, Gary is tasked to
clear it within 10 minutes, which is why the
Westfield has its own dedicated recovery truck.
For the cost of a £7.50 passport, Gary’s
concierge desk team picks up all a customer’s
purchases during their visit, to be retrieved on
departure at the concierge desk.
This sounds like the private celebrity shopping
at Harrods, but at a much cheaper price. It may
be that the centre will need to recruit more
concierge staff before next Christmas. As well
as a home delivery option, Westfield also offers
uniformed-chauffeur-driven cars to get the
neighbours’ net curtains twitching out in the
suburbs.
From my own experience, this attention to
home delivery also transforms the shopping
mall into a viable option for both public
transport customers and cyclists on serious
shopping missions. A sports and commuter
cyclist himself, Gary points out that Westfield
boasts no less than 570 secure bike spaces.
“We’ve ridiculed the meagre six bike spaces
known to be in the 2,000-bay parking of
Cabbot’s Circle in Bristol, which is ironically the
UK’s first official cycling city. Because London
has clearly taken up the cycling-for-wellbeing
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Right: Westfield’s impressive
glass roof structure
Below: “The car parking is
important, simply because it’s
the shoppers first and last
experience of their visit.”
Gary Lee

message so much, I can see the potential for
developing our services in tandem.”
As well as evaluating the potential of enhancing
the services for London’s eco-friendly cyclists, 30
parking bays will have points to recharge electric
vehicles. Again a reflection of the site’s
determination to cater for all the transport needs
of its shoppers.
However, despite what appears to be parking
perfection already at Westfield, Gary says the
perfectionist in him is always looking for
improvements:
“While the concept here as a whole is
outstanding from many years of both modelling
and researching the inadequacies of other
centres, I’m certain it will always be possible to
make improvements in the details.”
One improvement has been securing the Safer
Parking Scheme Park Mark® accreditation.
Within the first 300,000 parking bay uses, only
three crimes were reported. Only one of these
was a theft from a vehicle, the other two being
vehicle graffiti.
CCTV covers every bay, the 13 entries and as
many exits. ANPR registers the entry and
departure of vehicles. Illuminated signage is
controlled to identify the vacant individual
parking bays. On each ticket is a scratch off panel
to confirm where the bay is located, so there’s
less chance of losing the car after shopping.
The PoF machines are from Skidata which
impressed on account of its advanced
technological offering. “To improve on this

Left: Concierge
Manuel Dos
Santos.
For the cost of a
£7.50 passport
the concierge
desk team picks
up all a
customer’s
purchases during
their visit, to be
retrieved on
departure at the
concierge desk.
Westfield also
offers uniformedchauffeur-driven
cars
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would require an investment in the technology
limited to Hollywood adventure movies,” quipped
Gary. “Skidata was chosen for its practical
robustness. It handles a lot of transactions with
the ease of clear Windows-based analysis
reporting screens.”
Skidata’s machines are all equipped with
CreditCall’s “CardEase” credit and debit card
payment system. The new pay stations, all use
full chip and PIN authentication for each
transaction.
Interestingly, for those who advocate cashless
parking and debit cards with Chip & PIN security,
these currently only account for a third of
Westfield’s parking income.
As the credit crunch bites deeper throughout
commerce, Westfield continues to develop its
next centre in the regenerating Stratford area of
east London.
“Of course, I have the extra responsibility of
helping to refine those parking facilities,” said
Gary. “However, this is a dream job for me to be
able to make such an impact on setting new
standards.” PN
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PARKING IN THE NEWS

Alpha Parking Courses
See advert on page 4 for course
details, venues and dates
T: 020 7242 2567
E: parkingenquiries@aparking
.co.uk
W: www.aparking.co.uk

Traffex/Parkex
International 2009/Street
Design
21- 23 April 2009. NEC,
Birmingham.
T: 020 7973 6627
E: b.butler@hgluk.com
W: www.parkex.co.uk

The Facilities Show 2009
12-14 May 2009. NEC,
Birmingham.
T: +44 (0) 20 7921 8074
E: rebecca.robertson@ubm.com
W: www.thefacilitiesshow.com

IFSEC 2009
12-14 May 2009. NEC,
Birmingham.
T: +44 (0) 20 7921 8074
E: rebecca.robertson@ubm.com
W: www.ifsec.co.uk

The International Parking
Conference and Exposition
1-4 June 2008. Dallas Convention
Center, 650 S. Griffin St. 75202
Dallas, Texas United States.
T: 001 (540) 371-7535
W: www.parking.org

World Parking Symposium
VII
8 June - 1 July 2009. Breda, The
Netherlands.
C: Doreen Ostrowski
E: doreen.wps@sympatico.ca
W: www.worldparkingsympo
sium.ca

14th European Parking
Congress
23-25 September 2009.
Vienna, Austria.
T: +43 (0)5 90 900-3252
E: epa2009-vienna@wko.at
W: www.epacongress.eu

Civil Enforcement Awards
2009
23 October 2009. London
Marriott Hotel, London.
C: Emily McCunn
T: 01444 447300
E: info@civilenforcementnow
.co.uk
W: www.civilenforcement
awards.co.uk

A list of BPA event dates can be
found on page 8
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E-borders system to deal
with unpaid fines
Government ministers, according
to The Daily Telegraph, are examining whether to use powers to track
the travel plans of everyone leaving
the country under the e-borders
system to deal with the problem of
unpaid fines.
The scheme will track anyone
leaving Britain including day-trippers, leisure sailors and even channel swimmers.
The idea of using the system to
detain fine defaulters is contained in
an “Explanatory Memorandum” to
the Immigration and Asylum Act
prepared by the Home Office.
The memorandum says that eBorders could help recoup millions
of pounds of unpaid fines, and make
it easier to enforce the confiscation
of criminals’ assets following a court
order:
“Whilst not a key e-Borders priority, e-Borders could also contribute
to compliance on fine enforcement,
if provisions were issued prohibiting travel overseas whilst fines
remained unpaid and confiscation
orders undischarged.”
The memorandum continues:
“There are totals of £487 million in

outstanding fines and £300 million
in unpaid confiscation orders.
“It is important to note that in
order to minimize the number of
interventions at ports, in this context, the police will be mounting an
awareness campaign in partnership
with other parts of Government and
the courts to encourage discharge
of fines. They will use the data collected through e-Borders to support enforcement activity at ports
and elsewhere.”

BASF announces new Euro
Standard success
BASF
Construction
Chemical has
achieved conformity with
new European
Standard EN
1504 for its car
park deck systems, following
successful testing
by the German
Polymer Institute.
EN 1504 deals
with all aspects of
concrete repair
and protection
and meeting its
requirements is
now a prerequisite
for all publicly-funded projects.
The declarations of conformity
cover all components of the buildup for the key Conideck range of
liquid-applied, exposed and intermediate deck waterproofing systems

ICE calls
for
evidence

© Eric Gevaert - Fotolia.com

Parking
CALENDAR

based on
advanced polymeric materials.
These systems
comprise a
range of epoxy
and
polyurethane
primers, spray
or hand applied
polyurethane/
polyurea
hybrid waterproofing membranes, wear
coats and pigmented decorative top
coats.
These coatings, alongside BASF’s
range of EN 1504 Emaco® Nanocrete
repair mortars and anti-carbonation coatings, give BASF the unique
position in the UK industry of having a fully compliant car park repair
and refurbishment offering.

Above: The e-borders system will
track anyone leaving Britain,
including day-trippers, leisure sailors
and even channel swimmers. But
where is his exit visa!

A Home Office spokesman said
that the proposals would apply to
any unpaid fines issued by the
courts, including those for speeding
and motoring offences as well as
those for general crime.
It is anticipated that such powers
would be used when substantial
arrears have been accumulated.
In the case of parking fines, these
provisions would be triggered when
the debt becomes the subject of an
order issued by Northampton
County Court.
The Court, which is close to one of
the main firms of debt collectors, is
used by around 200 local authorities to pursue motorists who have
not paid their parking fines.
A Home Office spokesman confirmed that Northampton County
Court, which issues around a million
orders against motorists a year
would be included in any scheme.
The willingness of the Home Office
to contemplate using such powers
to enforce parking fines has alarmed
motoring organisations, however.
“Somewhere a line has to be drawn
between pursuing people for minor
offences and those which are more
serious,” said a spokesman for the AA.
The UK Border Agency is committed to bringing in the checks gradually. It is understood that by the end
of the year, 60 per cent of journeys
made out of Britain will be affected.
Some 95 per cent of people leaving the country will be subject to the
plans by the end of 2010.
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Construction companies, government departments, opposition parties, regulatory bodies, and industry
figures are all being called upon to
submit evidence to the Institution of
Civil Engineers’ (ICE) latest inquiry
on low-carbon infrastructure.
The inquiry is the second of ICE’s
new select-committee-style State
of the Nation reports, and will be
looking into how infrastructure can
be designed, developed, maintained
and operated to deliver significant
reductions in carbon emissions
against current levels.
“Our existing vital infrastructure
networks are going to need major
upgrading, and the design, construction, maintenance and operation of
our infrastructure will have a significant impact on the UK’s emissions
levels and our ability to meet ambitious environmental targets.
“This new inquiry will examine how

Car park
opposed

rent environmental impact infrastructure has on society and promote leading edge thinking on how
to significantly reduce infrastructure-related emissions and change
individual behaviour.
Key questions include:
 Which low-carbon engineering
solutions have the potential to
deliver the greatest reductions
in emissions over the next 50
years?
 Which available low-carbon
engineering solutions are being
effectively implemented?
 How can standardised low-

engineers can deliver large reductions in CO2 emissions across our
networks, ultimately providing a lowcarbon vision for the future.
“We’ve had a fantastic response to
our first inquiry on Defending Critical
Infrastructure, receiving over 40 written submissions and conducting
more than 10 evidentiary hearings.
We hope to gain even more support
with this new project.”
The inquiry findings will be used as
the basis for a major ICE report to be
issued in autumn 2009. The report
will offer a political, authoritative,
and objective comment on the cur-

Householders living near a supermarket in Longwell Green, Bristol,
are fighting plans for a new car
park they say will be almost the
same height as their homes.
They were especially concerned
about the car park, which they said
would have a major impact on
nearby houses, and how the roads
would cope with extra traffic.
ASDA wants to extend its sales
floor and provide a decked parking area above existing car spaces.
It said the decked car park
would provide 101 extra spaces
for customers.
carbon practices be rolled-out
across infrastructure sectors?
 What legislation, regulation
and/or market incentives are
needed to deliver wholesale
change? and
 What are the barriers (political,
social, economic and
institutional) to the delivery of
low-carbon infrastructure and,
in turn, a low-carbon economy?
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